Currently, there's no DevGuide page for the JsonBuilder logging utility that Suricata is converging to use for its eve logs. Add a single-page document that explains usage and covers main functionalities.

### Related issues:
- Related to Bug #2726: writing large number of json events on high speed traffic... Added
- Related to Optimization #3707: Convert JSON Loggers to JsonBuilder Added

### History

#### #1 - 07/07/2021 12:23 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow
- Related to Bug #2726: writing large number of json events on high speed traffic results in packet drops added

#### #2 - 07/07/2021 12:23 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow
- Related to Optimization #3707: Convert JSON Loggers to JsonBuilder added

#### #3 - 07/07/2021 12:24 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow
- Assignee set to Juliana Fajardini Reichow